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Ambitiously conceived by curator Barbara
Thompson, a scholar of traditional and contempo‐
rary African art, “Black Womanhood” explores
representations of the black female body in visual
art and material culture across social location,
time, and place. Organized in three parts, the ex‐
pansive exhibition and accompanying catalog in‐
vestigate images and icons of black womanhood-and the ideologies, politics, and practices that un‐

a wide range of perspectives on key issues such as
agency, beauty, sexuality, and maternity through a
wide array of art forms. In addition, with its nine
scholarly essays and over two hundred high-qual‐
ity images, the exhibition catalog further enables
readers to study intently how the black female
body and, by extension, black womanhood, have
been variously experienced, viewed, and inter‐
preted across the transatlantic.
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Works by twenty-four contemporary African
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and African-descended artists who have carefully
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what relationship, if any, the provocative French
Cameroon-born popular writer and media inter‐
est Calixthe Beyala has to this colonial history.
Barbara Thompson closes the volume with “De‐
colonizing Black Bodies: Personal Journeys in the
Contemporary Voice,” an essay devoted to visual
analysis of the contemporary works that engage
the black female body. Drawing from exchanges
with the artists, she explores the personal, cultur‐
al, social, and historical issues that animate their
aesthetic choices.
For its generative juxtaposition of historical
and contemporary images and objects from vari‐
ous African, European, and American contexts
and locales, thoughtful inclusiveness, and scholar‐
ly depth and insight, the exhibition and catalog
serve as a visual and intellectual gift to all who
question the images and icons of black woman‐
hood.
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